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As all events takes place in either space or time, understanding the concepts of
space and time and being aware of and having a good understanding of spatial
and temporal relations is vital for human cognition. In Modern Chinese, the
expressions  ‘lǐ, zhōng, nèi’, which have almost similar meanings, are the most
basic expressions that describes spatial and temporal relations. But although
these three words are similar in their  meaning, there exists subtle distinctions in
their grammatical and semantic features, and so in practice, their employment by
non-native learners of Chinese language often leads to incorrect use, and
Vietnamese students are no exception.
This paper-with Modern Chinese as the base-will make comparisons between the
three words of ‘lǐ, zhōng, nèi’ and their corresponding Vietnamese expressions as
well as point out the differences and similarities in their semantics and syntax with
reference to Vietnamese. This paper will further examine how Vietnamese
students use these three Modern Chinese expressions of ‘lǐ, zhōng, nèi’; will point
out what mistakes are made by them while using these three words and analyse
the reasons for their mistakes and then propose a more appropriate method for
teaching the usages of these words.
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